
Ready, set, go!

Confirm immediate delivery of your product and turn a customer’s “maybe” into a “yes.” It’s easy with GoBiz 
XL Inventory. The on-demand solution from GoBiz Solutions is specifically designed for small business. 
Whether you have one or many locations, sites, or trucks, GoBiz Inventory XL maintains accurate inventory 
information and absolute inventory control. Turn your assets into cash faster, better protect your margins, 
and see your return on investment increase when you manage your inventory more efficiently. It’s simple, 
affordable and easily accessible with GoBiz. 

Never tracked inventory before?  It’s a snap to start with GoBiz XL Inventory. To begin, enter inventory 
as you need, purchase or sell it. With a click on the Inventory Dashboard, you can enter all the product 
specifications, stock levels, and pricing. If your service personnel stock inventory in their trucks or at their 
home offices, you can track that inventory as well so your inventory doesn’t get lost. And with a simple 
GoBiz XL Inventory query, you’ll instantly know how much product you have, where it is, and what kind you 
have. It’s money in the bank.

Plus, you can take full advantage of GoBiz XL Inventory’s seamless integration with Sales and Service. With 
the Web-based GoBiz XL, information is only entered at one point and never has to be re-entered, corrected 
or upgraded by various departments or personnel with different roles. This prevents costly mistakes and 
loss. GoBiz XL improves workflow across company functions. 

Features

Specifically designed for small business

No other solutions provide the functions that only a small business needs.

On-demand solution for access anytime, anywhere there’s Internet.

Work never stops for small business. Since GoBiz XL Inventory is Web-based, you can check your 
inventory status anytime and anywhere there’s Internet access.

Take control of your assets with constant and accurate tracking of inventory

Track inventory across multi-sites, multi-locations, and multi-users

Provides precise inventory 
transfers easily

Eliminate labor, time and 
money to find lost parts with 
constant, consistent tracking

Generates orders to 
vendors and suppliers

At-a-glance, complete 
visibility of orders to 
vendors and suppliers

• Open 

• On hold

• Cancelled

• Completed
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To get your small business going more efficiently and 

profitably, visit us online at www.gobizsolutions.com,  

email us at moreinfo@gobizsolutions.com, or call us  

at 1-800-98-GoBiz (1-800-984-6249). 

GoBiz Solutions Inc.   

393 Totten Pond Road  Waltham  MA  02451   

Provides instant audit trail for inventory management

Add parts to invoice for increased billing accuracy

Seamlessly integrates with GoBiz XL Sales and Service to subtract part from inventory once sale is 
completed

Provides customer order history

Know exactly what parts a customer orders so you can better service them in the future

Produces inventory issue summary for tax purposes

Inventory valuation to know, in dollars, how much inventory you are carrying for budgeting, insurance, 
and sales purposes

Results

With GoBiz XL Inventory, your small business becomes inventory intelligent. Your company becomes more 
agile in its ability to respond to customers, competition, and changes in market condition. And you can 
optimize your asset management by purchasing or manufacturing inventory, as you need it. No other on-
demand inventory solution does that for small business affordably, simply, and more profitably. Yes, GoBiz 
Solutions makes world-class fit small business.
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